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DEMI DRESSAGE – “SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW” 

 

These tests are all about shallow loops! Shallow Loops are typically ridden as a 5m loop in from the track (just 
touching the three-quarter line) although they can also be ridden as a deeper 10m loop to X. For ponies, they 
are a useful suppling exercise if ridden with the correct changes of bend. For riders, it’s a great way to get 

them riding in off the track as they move around the school! 

At Demi Dressage we are just asking for our riders to attempt a loop (rainbow) of ‘approximately’ 5m – an 
introduction to the idea! If you are unsure how to guide your child to ride a shallow loop, have a look at the 

diagram and explanation on our website Blog or in our  Riders Group, and our demo video of MiniD having a go! 

https://www.demidressage.co.uk/post/trainingtip-riding-rainbows 

We’ve included one of our favourite ‘balancing’ exercises to help develop strong and secure lower legs! 

 

The GREEN ‘Rainbow’ Test (Green level test – walk only. May be ridden on or off Lead Rein) 

1. Enter at A in walk, and proceed down the centre line.  
2. At C track left. C-H walk. 
3. H to K ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. K-A-F walk. 
4. At F change the rein across the long diagonal to H, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before H. H-C-M walk. 
5. M to F ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. F-A walk. 
6. At A turn down centre line and proceed in walk.  
7. Between X and G, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position (security and correctness) 

  Rider’s Effectiveness (showing independent use of aids) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 
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The YELLOW ‘Rainbow’ Test (Yellow level test – walk and simple trot. May be ridden on or off 
Lead Rein, or Assisted) 

1. Enter at A in walk, and proceed down the centre line. At C track left. C-H-E walk. 
2. At E ride a 20m half circle left to B. B-M walk. 
3. Between M and C transition to trot. C-H-E-K trot. 
4. Between K and A transition to walk. A-F walk.  
5. F to M ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. M-C-H walk. 
6. At H change the rein across the long diagonal to F, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before F.  F-A walk. 
7. Between A and K transition to trot. K-E-H trot. 
8. Between H and C transition to walk. C-M walk. 
9. M to F ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. F-A walk. 
10. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in walk.  
11. Between X and G, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

 

The YELLOW-PLUS ‘Rainbow’ Test (Yellow-Plus level test – extended walk and trot, off the 
lead) 

1. Enter at A in trot, and proceed down the centre line. At C track left. C-H-E-K-A-F trot. 
2. F to M ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. M-C-H trot. 
3. At H change the rein across the long diagonal to F, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before F.  F-A-K trot. 
4. K to H ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. H-C-M trot. 
5. At M change the rein across the long diagonal to K, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before K.  K-A-F-B trot. 
6. At B, ride a 20m half circle left to E in trot. E-K trot. 
7. Between K and A, transition to walk. A-F walk. 
8. At F change the rein to H, allowing your pony to take a longer rein. At H re-take your reins. H-C medium 

walk. 
9. Between C and M transition to trot. M-B trot. 
10. At B ride a 20m half circle right to E in trot. E-H-C-M-B-F-A trot. 
11. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in trot.  
12. At X transition to walk. X-G walk. 
13. At G, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 
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The BLUE ‘Rainbow’ Test (Blue level test – walk, trot and simple canter, off the lead) 

1. Enter at A in trot, and proceed down the centre line. At C track left. C-H-E-K-A-F trot. 
2. F to M ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. M-C-H trot. 
3. At H change the rein across the long diagonal to F, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before F.  F-A-K trot. 
4. K to H ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. H-C trot. 
5. Between C and M, transition to canter. M-B-F canter. 
6. Between F and A transition to trot. A-K trot. 
7. At K change the rein across the long diagonal to M, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before M.  M-C trot. 
8. Between C and H, transition to canter. H-E-K canter. 
9. Between K and A transition to trot. F-B-M trot. 
10. At M, transition to walk. M-C-H walk. 
11. At H change the rein to F, allowing your pony to take a longer rein. At F re-take your reins. F-A-K medium 

walk. 
12. At K, transition to trot. K-E trot. 
13. At E ride a 20m half circle right to B in trot. B-F-A trot. 
14. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in trot.  
15. At X transition to walk. X-G walk. 
16. At G, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces  

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 
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The RED ‘Rainbow’ Test (Red level test – walk, trot and canter, off the lead) 

1. Enter at A in trot, and proceed down the centre line. At C track left. C-H trot. 
2. H to K ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. K-A-F trot. 
3. At F change the rein across the long diagonal to H, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before H.  H-C-M trot. 
4. M to F ride a shallow loop approx. 5m in from the track. F-A trot. 
5. Between A and K, transition to canter right. K-E canter. 
6. At E ride a 20m half circle right to B in canter. B-F-A-K-E-H canter. 
7. Between H and C transition to trot. C-M trot. 
8. At M change the rein across the long diagonal to K, and over X show at least five pony lengths of ‘hovering’ 

(i.e. highest point of trot rise position) before softly returning to the saddle before K.  K-A trot. 
9. Between A and F, transition to canter left. F-B canter. 
10. At B ride a 20m half circle left to E in canter. E-K-A-F-B-M canter. 
11. Between M and C transition to trot. C-H-E-K trot. 
12. Between K and A, transition to walk. A-F walk. 
13. At F change the rein to H, allowing your pony to take a longer rein. At H re-take your reins. H-C medium 

walk. 
14. At C, transition to trot. C-M-B-F-A trot. 
15. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in trot.  
16. At X transition to walk. X-G walk. 
17. At G, halt and salute. Pat your pony and walk off on a long rein! 

Collectives:  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces  

  Pony’s Relaxation and Suppleness  

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

Rider’s Position and Seat (balance, straightness and correctness) 

Rider’s Results (correct and effective use of the aids, accuracy of movements) 


